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Immune checkpoint inhibitors and allogeneic transplant in
lymphoid malignancies: a deceptive friend story
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A major breakthrough in the treatment of classical Hodgkin’s
lymphoma (cHL) and other lymphoid malignancies, mainly primary
mediastinal B cell lymphoma was the efficacy of checkpoint
inhibitors (CPIs) in the relapsed and/or refractory (R/R) setting,
including those relapsed post autologous stem cell transplantation
[1–3]. In cHL, the Reed-Sternberg malignant cells usually compose
a small fraction of the tumor bulk, attracting a wide and complex
microenvironment supporting its survival by a constant activation
of the programmed death protein -1 (PD-1) pathway among others
[4]. This uniqueness in the tumor structure and biology translated
into a true therapeutic success through PD-1 blockage by either
nivolumab or pembrolizumab. The disruption of the immune
evasion process by CPIs leeds to the elimination of malignant cells,
and durable responses in a subset of patients in multiple clinical
trials [1, 2].
Despite observed prolonged duration of response after CPIs

treatment, patients still relapse, and allogeneic stem cell
transplantation (alloSCT) remain the only potential curative intent
in patients with R/R cHL given the graft versus lymphoma effect
[5]. Soon after the introduction of CPIs treatment as a bridge to
alloSCT, many reports emerged related to increased risk of fatal
hyper-acute graft-versus-host disease (GVHD), non-infectious
febrile episodes requiring corticosteroids, and other immune-
related adverse events [6–8]. Based on these observations, the US
Food and Drug Administration issued a “warning and precaution”
regarding the potential life-threatening immune-related compli-
cations with the use of nivolumab or pembrolizumab in the peri-
alloSCT period. The effect of CPIs on the T-cell activation and their
long half-life might have affected post- alloSCT outcomes and
increased the non-relapse mortality, posing a real challenge to
clinicians to find a better way for a safer alloSCT procedure post
CPIs treatment.
A better understanding of the underlying biologic features of

cHL, the basis of CPIs responsiveness, and the recent develop-
ments in the alloSCT procedure, particularly the introduction of
post-transplant cyclophosphamide (PTCy) as GVHD prophylaxis,
rendered the use of CPIs before and/or after alloSCT more
feasible [9].
Bobillo et al. eloquently reviewed the available clinical data

regarding the use of CPIs in lymphoid malignancies treated with
alloSCT, and highlighted several clinically relevant practices to carry
on a safer alloSCT procedure [10]. In their review article, they

described the lingering effect of PD-1 blockade following alloSCT,
where residual PD-1 antibodies are capable of activating the
allogeneic donor-derived T cells, exerting a graft-versus-lymphoma
effect, thus the reduced risk of relapse. In spite of that, activated
alloreactive T cells would also recognize recipient normal cells of the
skin, gut, and liver causing tissue damage and acute GVHD. Despite
the scarcity of clinical trials, there are emerging findings through
retrospective series endorsing the use of PTCy to abrogate the effect
of the activating alloreactive T cells and to restore the regulatory and
effector T-cell homeostasis, consequently reducing the incidence of
severe GVHD [11, 12].
Other therapeutic strategy discussed in this review was holding

CPI at least 6 weeks before alloSCT to be able to wash out the PD-
1 antibodies. Although it is theoretically plausible, but neither the
time from CPI to transplant nor the number of doses used before
alloSCT proved to be an adverse risk factor for post-alloSCT
complications [13, 14].
Similarly, the use of CPIs after alloSCT relapse can be effective,

but with increased GVHD-related morbidity and mortality. Due to
limited data, there is need for extreme caution while making
decisions regarding the use of CPIs after alloSCT, especially in
patients with history of prior GVHD, or relapsing within 180 days
from alloSCT. Once used, it is advisable to start with a low dose
and gradually escalate if no response or toxicity were seen [13].
Some studies of CPIs before and after allo-HSCT are listed in
Table 1.
Further prospective studies are definitely needed to answer

many questions related to the feasibility and optimal timing of
alloSCT in the era of CPI treatment. Whether alloSCT is still a
needed step for long-term survival is an ongoing debate, knowing
that during the long-term follow-up of single agent CPI treatment
in heavily pre-treated cHL, there was a subset of patients that
continued to respond beyond 3 years despite stopping the
treatment [15]. It is therefore worth investigating which subset of
patients might be cured from CPI treatment alone, without the
need of alloSCT.
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Table 1. Some studies of checkpoint inhibitors before and after allo-HSCT.

Timing in relation
to allo-HSCT

Drugs in use Total number
of cases

Disease a-GVHD c-GVHD NRM PFS/OS Reference

Pre- Nivolumab 39 HL 33% 35% 13% (1 year) 69.4%/71.9%
(1 year)

Martinez et al.
[16]

Pre- Nivolumab 9 HL 8/9 3/9 2/9 −/− Cheikh et al. [6]

Pre- Nivolumab 15 HL 3/15 3/15 1/15 −/− Bekoz et al. [17]

Pre- Nivolumab 209 HL 15% (180 days)
Grade 3–4

34% 14% (2 years) 69%/82%
(2 years)

Merryman et al.
[14]

Pre- Nivolumab
pembrolizumab

24 HL 72% 34.2% 8.4%
(10 months)

63.7%/81.3%
(1 year)

Ito et al. [18]

Post- Nivolumab 20 HL – 5/20 2/20 −/− Herbaux et al.
[13]

Post- Nivolumab
pembrolizumab

31 HL/NHL 32% 7% 5/17 −/− Harvekos et al.
[7]

HL Hodgkin’s Lymphoma, NHL Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma, a GVHD acute graft-versus-host disease, c GVHD chronic graft-versus host disease, NRM non-relapse
mortality, PFS progression free survival, OS overall survival.
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